Flexible Solutions for Enterprise Data Management

Master Data Management Hub
Reduce time, cost, and complexity.

MDX provides Master Data Management (MDM) capabilities including:

- Master Data Management
- Data Governance
- Data Migration

**MDM HUB | MASTER DATA MANAGEMENT**

The high costs and lengthy implementation times associated with MDM software to support Master Data Governance programs or Enterprise Integration initiatives are prohibitive for many organizations. Master Data eXchange (MDX) from Gaine Solutions addresses these concerns by delivering the lowest total cost of ownership of any enterprise MDM platform.

MDX is a multi-domain, persistent Master Data Hub that leverages a Microsoft technology stack, introduces significant advances in data governance and supports the most complex models in use today.

MDX provides enterprise class Master Data Management capabilities including validation, cleansing, de-duplication and harmonization services. Data can be provided to MDX in almost any format with no changes to existing applications.

MDX provides an enterprise-class Master Data Management hub coupled with a flexible user interface. MDX dramatically reduces total cost of ownership and time to value.
Data governance is receiving increasing attention from both business and IT executives. Companies have become more attuned to the importance of reliable data within operational and analytical systems.

The detrimental impact of poor quality data on critical business processes and more stringent regulatory reporting standards, have combined to encourage companies to invest in data governance programs - many for the first time.

The MDX Data Governance Hub drives best-practices in enterprise data management through a library of pre-configured governance workflows. The structure of any data governance organization can be modeled within MDX and linked to the role-based workflows through Microsoft Active Directory.

MDX provides a complete data migration workbench. Since 2007 MDX has successfully migrated more than 2,000 legacy applications to SAP and other leading ERP applications.
Gaine is a specialist in Enterprise Data Management (EDM) with a particular focus on Master Data Management (MDM) and Master Data Governance (MDG).

Since 2007, Gaine has worked closely with some of the world’s largest organizations, across multiple industries to help them integrate, improve and govern their Master Data assets.

Our range of product solutions and services improves the value of enterprise data assets while reducing the cost of maintaining high levels of data quality.

Gaine is a Microsoft Gold partner and we are proud to be the Microsoft recommended solution for enterprise MDM within a Microsoft architecture.

Gaine is headquartered in California with satellite offices in the UK and South Africa.